Brad Kampschroeder, OD - Ampleye makes fitting scleral lenses quicker and easier than I ever could have imagined. The process is straightforward, even the first time through. On the rare occasion I have needed consultation services, they have been friendly and knowledgeable. My most challenging patients now have clear vision and feel great.

Kyle J. Schell, OD - Over the last 30 years, I have fit virtually every contact lens designed for irregular corneas. The Art Optical Ampleye lens is by far my favorite. The design allows for a lot of flexibility without being overly complicated and, most importantly, my patients are very happy with their vision and lens comfort.

Bill Atkinson, OD - Thank you for providing us with the Ampleye lenses. These lenses are the GREATEST!!! I have used other scleral contacts in the past but none were as easy to fit. I have used these lenses on keratoconus patients as well as post surgical patients and the only people more thrilled than I am with the VA and comfort are my patients.
Joshua Davidson, OD

With the Ampleye from Art Optical I have found my clinic's go-to scleral lens. The intuitive design, complimented by the toric haptic system has allowed me to greatly reduce my chair time while minimizing refits, thereby allowing me to see more patients. This lens has been a practice builder and Art's excellent reps have given me the confidence to fit any cornea.

Richard H. Miyasaka, O.D.
“Dr. Richy” – Honolulu, HI

The Ampleye scleral lens is a great addition to my practice. The 15.5 & 15.0 diameters have helped me fit my patients with smaller palpebral fissures and HVIDs. The toric haptic system and aberration control allows for excellent rotational stability and optics allowing my patients to have excellent comfort and vision throughout the day. Additionally, design zones are intuitive to fit and adjust with the help of the great consultation team at Art Optical. Most importantly, the Ampleye scleral lens has allowed me to incorporate a specialty lens into my primary care practice.
Jeffrey Frank, OD
Ampleye is the easiest and most effective scleral lens that I have ever fit. I have had success with every patient!

Steve Onorato, OD
I love my Ampleye fitting kit. I have been able to fit patients with the first trial. I have previous scleral experience but really appreciate how well Ampleye is working!

Christopher Diehl, OD
I am very impressed with the Ampleye multifocal lens and am enjoying learning about new aspects of the design!
Jamie Kuzniar, OD - Hey-just wanted to give a shout out to your small diameter Ampleye lenses. The patients I have fit really love them. I find them easier to fit than the 16.5 diameter, meaning less reorders. I just had another one come in super happy with her 15.0 lenses after she had worn them for a few weeks.

Robert C Wheatall, OD - I have used the Ampleye Scleral lens on a number of patients with various conditions including high myopia, high astigmatism, post-RK, and post-corneal transplant. I am impressed with the flexibility of the lens design parameters that are available to meet a wide variety of patient needs.

Brad W. Collins, OD - My patient, a professional Archer, needed to stabilize his vision because his soft torics rotated significantly with the blink and dried out. We chose to re-fit him in Ampleye and he is doing great! He even ended up winning several tournaments this year!

Magdalena Stec, OD - My patient was 20/400 and going for a corneal transplant. Another doctor said there was nothing else that could be done (scarred cornea from a scissors injury). With Ampleye the patient is seeing 20/20 and completely comfortable. I am so happy with the results I am getting with this lens!
Jeffrey Sonsino, OD - We have been working on a very irregular keratoconic patient and have nailed the fit with Ampleye. This is a patient that for all intensive purposes should have a corneal transplant. But, with Ampleye, we are saving her from that nasty surgery.

Dennis Francisco, O.D. - I am using a lot of Ampleye and love the vision, comfort, healthy eyes, and problem-solving they provide! While intrapalpebral lenses, piggyback lenses, hybrids, and other sclerals each have their utility, in my 30+ years of treating irregular corneas, Ampleye benefits irregular corneas more than any other design. In my humble opinion, it's the most valuable tool in the toolbox.

Andrea Palardy Nielsen, O.D. - Since I had mixed success with my current scleral lenses, I was excited to try Ampleye with the incorporated toric haptic system. In the past few months I have put all my new scleral fits into the Ampleye lens. It has been the best new product I have tried in many years. The fitting takes less time, and I have needed fewer follow-up visits to arrive at my final lens prescription. Because I can now incorporate any residual cylinder, the visual acuity is better. Fitting irregular corneas is a challenge, but Ampleye has made fitting scleral lenses rewarding and fun!

Stephanie Woo, OD - Great news! My first Ampleye Multifocal dispense loves her lenses! Distance: 20/30 OD, 20/40 OS and 20/30 OU Near: 20/50 OD and OS; 20/40 OU She is super happy right off the bat!
Jill Ingelse, OD - I have recently fit 3 patients with the Ampleye. The lenses have been received very well by the patients - all reported them to be VERY comfortable. Even though the insertion and removal training is a little involved, all of the patients are inserting and removing without difficulty. One keratoconus patient in particular was grateful for the comfort and the vision. We had been struggling with glare from all other lenses and he was joyful that these lenses were the answer for him. Thanks for making this fitting set affordable as well!

Nicholas Lawrence, OD
My experience with the AMPLEYE has been nothing short of awesome! It offers a simplified fitting approach to a highly customizable lens that can manage my early to advanced cones, PMD, and PK patients. Having standard toric haptics in the trial set really helps simplify one of the biggest challenges in scleral lens fittings, landing the lens. Also, the ability to change saggital height without changing the base curve helps with consistency in vision with lens ordering. Lastly, is the expertise of the consultants. Communication is key with lens ordering and every modification made during consultation has translated to the way the lens fits the eye. This lens set is a must have!

Theodore Sees, OD
I just had an Ampleye fitting for a 14 year old boy who has been battling 20/100-20/200 BCVA in his soft contacts and glasses. He was corrected to 20/20! It was SOOO awesome and his reaction was complete awe! Mom had to hold back from crying.